An open invitation to contribute to the Dee Bradshaw and Friends International Travel Scholarship.

Throughout her time in academia, Dee Bradshaw has been passionate about the development of students and believes in giving them an opportunity to travel and learn. In leaving the university, she has set up the Dee Bradshaw and Friends International Travel Scholarship for students who display academic merit and are registered for a postgraduate qualification in the field of the minerals sector at UCT.

The scholarship is not restricted to any particular faculty, but it is intended to boost capacity in the minerals sector (e.g. Engineering, Environmental Science, Law, Social Anthropology, etc.) The purpose of proposed travel to an approved international institution is to enhance research and education capacity, skills and experience. The successful student will receive support for travel and subsistence for one trip during their studies.

The scholarship will be advertised and administered through UCT’s Postgraduate Funding Office. A one-off payment will be provided by Emeritus Professor Dee Bradshaw and it is intended that this be invested, and that with other contributions to the fund, the interest be used for the scholarship.

International donations:
If you live outside of South Africa and would like to claim tax relief for your donation you can do so in the following countries: Canada, USA, UK and Australia.

South African donations:
All donations to the University of Cape Town are tax deductible in terms of Section 18A (1) (a) of the Income Tax Act No 58 of 1962 as amended; for which there may be no quid pro quo. The UCT Donations bank account are:
Account Name: UCT Donations Account
Bank Name: Standard Bank of South Africa
Branch and Code: Rondebosch, 02 50 09
Account Number: 07 152 2387
Type: Current Account
Swift Address: SBZAZAJJ

Your reference: BRADSHAW SCHOL

Please ensure you indicate that the donation is for BRADSHAW SCHOL. Please email confirmation of your donation to Mary.Hilton@uct.ac.za so we can trace the donation and inform Dee’s family of who has donated to the fund.